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SOUND PRODUCTION KEY

Sound Waves Teacher Resource Book 6 Sound Waves Teacher Resource Book 6

Find a Word that

balloon  ribbon

Exploring the Sound
• Warm up: Explore the ‘Let’s get started’ Unit p6 Sound Waves 6.

• Identify : Play Crack the Code – What will we take to the beach?   (see p57)

• Brainstorm and group  words according to suggestion 1. (see p58)

• Sound Waves Teaching Charts: Locate and discuss the  sound box.

Do a Sound Off activity everyday for 2–3 weeks. (see p6)       

• Sound Waves Chant and Action suggestion 1 (see pp6, 8, 9) 

Exploring the List Words
• Read words, segment into sounds and discuss graphemes for . (see p59)      

• Homophones: Discuss words in Activity 9 p9 Sound Waves 6. 

Play Wombat with the words. (see p59)

• Games: Play Find a Word and Platypus with List Words. (see column and p60)

Working with Words
• Tense: Play Finish Four Tense as a whole class, BLMs C1, C2. (see p69 and p61 

– Using Card and Board Games as a Whole Class Activity.)

• Word Building: Play Word Families as a whole class, BLM C3a,b. (see p69 and p61 

– Using Card and Board Games as a Whole Class Activity.)

• General Spelling Patterns: Locate the messages from Activity 8 and the 

Challenge in the General Spelling Patterns on pp92-93 Sound Waves 6. Discuss 

how students can use these messages to help them select the correct spelling 

choices whenever they are composing.

• Handwriting: Write bb words (see p65). Discuss Act 8 message p9 Sound Waves 6. 

• Suffixes: Introduce able and ible with BLM S1. Discuss the message in the 

Challenge on p9 Sound Waves 6. Brainstorm words with these suffi xes including 

those in the Challenge.

Games/Individual Activities
• Finish Four Tense – Practise tense of verbs, BLMs C1, C2. (see p69)

• Word Families – Build word families, BLM C3a,b.  (see p67)           

CHANT/ACTION

Hold hands out palm up. 
Move as if bouncing balloons 
up into the air.

Bounce balloons, b, b, b.

(pronounced as )

has  twice.

has  as 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 
4th, 5th, 6th and 7th sound.

can be a noun, adjective, verb. 

is the past tense of verbs bring, 
buy, become, blow.

ends with the suffi x able, ible, 
ness, ful. 

has been built from the base 
words busy, beauty, believe, 
horror, terror.

can be a synonym for as, outdo,  
plank or stay, understanding, 
understand, understandable.

Our Platypus would not cover 
the cost of an expensive car.

An Platypus angle is larger than 
a right angle.

I Platypus Mum a beautiful new 
brooch at a jewellery store.

Who Platypus the dog to 
school?

Supports Sound Waves 6 Student Activity Book Unit 1 (pp8-9)

Platypus Sentences

Lips are together. 
Air pressure builds 
up behind the lips 
and the voice is 
turned on. The lips 
pop open.   

Tips for Kids:
• check your lips are together 
• turn your voice on 
• let your lips pop open 

Note: If your students are saying ‘p’, 
remind them to turn their voices on for 
noisy ‘b’.
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  2.  Dad nailed the plank across the hole in the fence to keep our dog from escaping.
  3.  The shaggy dog had a very windswept appearance as it emerged from the whirlwind.
  5.  In aeroplanes, life jackets are kept under the passengers’ seats.
  6.  The charm of the sunsets across the Indian Ocean enthrals visitors to Western Australia.   
  8.  It is my judgment that telling the truth is the best way to solve some diffi cult situations.   
  9.  The pencil scrawl on the desks spoiled the otherwise very tidy classroom.
13.  The ugly duckling  eventually developed into a most graceful swan.
16.  The swimming carnival has been postponed until next week as a storm has been forecast.
17.  There was a awful crack as the lightning struck the tree, followed by a crash of thunder.
19.  Houses are usually built in a residential area of a city, not in the business or industrial districts.
21.  The lovely music drifted across the garden where many people sat peacefully enjoying it.
22.  The rapid rhythm to the music made it hard for the dancers to keep in time.

  1.  The most likely explanation for the wet furniture is that rain blew in through the windows.
  2.  The girls were occupied making beautiful brooches as presents for their mothers.
  4.  Sheep can be quite stupid when farmers try to herd them into a pen.
  7.  At fi rst, I could not accept that my family had won a trip to Disneyland.
  8.  Sometimes it is best to mind your own affairs and not interfere in the affairs of others.
10.  The pre-schooler carefully pinned the jewellery he had made, on his mother’s dress.
11.  Some shop workers are more occupied at Christmas than at any other time of the year.
12.  I found the trip to Disneyland acceptable when Dad brought home the plane tickets.
14.  The cordial tasted ghastly after it had been sitting in the sun for several hours.
15.  Mum taught me how organise my pocket money so that I could buy a present for everyone.
16.  The beauty of the snow covered mountains provided great joy to the visitors from the desert.
18.  Our family has purchased a house in the newly developed suburb at the beach.
20.  The submarine slowly sank beneath the surface of the water.

WRITE Unit 1 L ist Words 
that are synonyms for the 
underlined words in the 
sentences to solve the 
Crossword. 
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Super Challenge 1
SPELLING

Sound Waves Teacher Resource Book 6 @ T Watson & B Murray 2002 Firefl y Press

Right now I... Yesterday I... I have... I am...

BLM C1 Finish Four (tense) Game Board

BLM C1

Sound Waves Teacher Resource Book 6 @ T Watson & B Murray 2002 Firefl y Press

become blowing broke beaten

beat budgeted scribbling broken

blow begun becoming believed

budget breaking beginning scribbled

buy became bringing budgeting

bring scribbled believed become

begin believing blew bought

scribble beat budgeted brought

believe buying beating blown

break brought bought began
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BLM C2

The aim is to fi ll rows of four cards. The fi rst card placed in any row has to be in the Right now I... column. 
Once that card is in place, the others can be added to the row randomly. The person who puts the fourth card 
down to fi nish the row of four gets a counter.
1. Deal four cards each. Put the rest in a pile face down beside the board.
2. First player puts a card in the Right now I... column on the left. If she can’t, the next player has a turn.
3. As players place a card on the board, they pick up another from the centre pile until the pile runs out.
4. Players continue taking turns to place cards, one at a time, on the board. 
5. If at any time play cannot start or continue because no-one has a card needed to start a row, everyone picks 

up one card from the centre pile until someone can start a row and play resumes.
6. A counter is scored when a player adds the last card in a row. Part of the skill to winning is to avoid putting 

the third card in a row so that another player can then fi nish the row and score a counter.
7. When all cards are on the board, tally the counters to see who wins! 

Finish Four – for 2 to 4 players Use BLM C1 board, desired cards and a stack of counters.

Cut out label and stick 
to the bag containing the 

board, cards and instructions.

6 1  Finish Four (tense)
board (BLM C1), cards and instructions

6 1

BLM C2 BLM C3a,b
BLM S1            Suffix Wall Card

Sound Waves Teacher Resource Book 6 @ T Watson & B Murray 2002 Firefl y Press

believable
capable of being believed

horrible
capable of horror

lovable
can be loved

comfortable
can give comfort

noticeable
capable of being noticed

changeable
capable of change

able and ible
capable of or can be

form
adj.

BLM S1

Sound Waves Teacher Resource Book 6 @ T Watson & B Murray 2002 Firefl y Press

scribbling

benefi t beautiful boarded

busy scribbled busier

beaut terrible believable

horror benefi ted horrifi c

suburb believe beauties

Cut out label and stick to the bag containing the cards and instructions.BLM C3a

        Word Families
cards and instructions

Students sit in a circle. Each player is dealt 8 cards face down. If there are only 2 players, they can be dealt 12 
cards each. The players arrange their cards inside Sound Waves 6, which is turned sideways on the fl oor with 
the cover held up, to hide them from the other players.  
The remaining cards form a stack in the centre with one card turned face up beside it to start a discard pile. 
The aim is to collect sets of 4 cards to form word families.
1. First player picks up a card from either the stack or the discard pile and discards one card face up on the 

discard pile.
2. Second player can pick from the stack or the discard pile and then discards one card face up on the discard 

pile.
3. Play continues around the circle. When the stack fi nishes, turn the discard pile over to form a new stack.

The card being discarded at the time goes face up to start the discard pile.
4. The winner is the fi rst to form 2 word families.
5. Others can keep playing until at least 3 players have formed families.

Word Families – for 2 to 4 players Use the required BLMs of 40 cards.6 2
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Sound Waves Teacher Resource Book 6 @ T Watson & B Murray 2002 Firefl y Press

scribble busiest scribbler

belief boarding boarder

board terrify probably

terror benefi cial business

probable probability suburban

horrify suburbia disbelief

suburbs horrible beautify

improbable benefi ting terrifi c

BLM C3b Word Families cards to go with BLM C3a6 2

6 2

6 2 6 2 6 2

6 2 6 2
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(Crossword with synonyms for List Words)

For an extra
challenge 

TRY
Sound Waves 6 Spelling Super Challenge Book  BLM 1

  2.  Dad nailed the plank across the hole in the fence to keep our dog from escaping.
  3.  The shaggy dog had a very windswept appearance as it emerged from the whirlwind.
  5.  In aeroplanes, life jackets are kept under the passengers’ seats.
  6.  The charm of the sunsets across the Indian Ocean enthrals visitors to Western Australia. 
  8.  It is my judgment that telling the truth is the best way to solve some difficult situations. 
  9.  The pencil scrawl on the desks spoiled the otherwise very tidy classroom.

16.  The swimming carnival has been postponed until next week as a storm has been forecast.
17.  There was a awful crack as the lightning struck the tree, followed by a crash of thunder.
19.  Houses are usually built in a residential area of a city, not in the business or industrial districts.
21.  The lovely music drifted across the garden where many people sat peacefully enjoying it.

1.  The most likely explanation for the wet furniture is that rain blew in through the windows.
  2.  The girls were occupied making beautiful brooches as presents for their mothers.

  8.  Sometimes it is best to mind your own affairs and not interfere in the affairs of others.
10.  The pre-schooler carefully pinned the jewellery he had made, on his mother’s dress.
11.  Some shop workers are more occupied at Christmas than at any other time of the year.
12.  I found the trip to Disneyland acceptable when Dad brought home the plane tickets.
14.  The cordial tasted ghastly after it had been sitting in the sun for several hours.
15.  Mum taught me how organise my pocket money so that I could buy a present for everyone.
16.  The beauty of the snow covered mountains provided great joy to the visitors from the desert.
18.  Our family has purchased a house in the newly developed suburb at the beach.
20.  The submarine slowly sank beneath the surface of the water.

Across  2.  Dad nailed the plank across the hole in the fence to keep our dog from escaping.  2.  Dad nailed the plank across the hole in the fence to keep our dog from escaping.  2.  Dad nailed the plank across the hole in the fence to keep our dog from escaping.
  3.  The shaggy dog had a very windswept appearance as it emerged from the whirlwind.  3.  The shaggy dog had a very windswept appearance as it emerged from the whirlwind.  3.  The shaggy dog had a very windswept appearance as it emerged from the whirlwind.
  5.  In aeroplanes, life jackets are kept under the passengers’ seats.  5.  In aeroplanes, life jackets are kept under the passengers’ seats.  5.  In aeroplanes, life jackets are kept under the passengers’ seats.
  6.  The charm of the sunsets across the Indian Ocean enthrals visitors to Western Australia. 
  8.  It is my judgment that telling the truth is the best way to solve some diffi  8.  It is my judgment that telling the truth is the best way to solve some diffi
  9.  The pencil scrawl on the desks spoiled the otherwise very tidy classroom  9.  The pencil scrawl on the desks spoiled the otherwise very tidy classroom
13.  The ugly duckling  eventually developed into a most graceful swan.13.  The ugly duckling  eventually developed into a most graceful swan.
16.  The swimming carnival has been postponed until next week as a storm has been forecast.16.  The swimming carnival has been postponed until next week as a storm has been forecast.
17.  There was a awful crack as the lightning struck the tree, followed by a crash of thunder.17.  There was a awful crack as the lightning struck the tree, followed by a crash of thunder.
19.  Houses are usually built in a residential area of a city, not in the business or industrial districts.19.  Houses are usually built in a residential area of a city, not in the business or industrial districts.
21.  The lovely music drifted across the garden where many people sat peacefully enjoying it.21.  The lovely music drifted across the garden where many people sat peacefully enjoying it.
22.  The rapid rhythm to the music made it hard for the dancers to keep in time.22.  The rapid rhythm to the music made it hard for the dancers to keep in time.

1.  The most likely explanation for the wet furniture is that rain blew in through the windows.1.  The most likely explanation for the wet furniture is that rain blew in through the windows.
  2.  The girls were occupied making beautiful brooches as presents for their mothers.  2.  The girls were occupied making beautiful brooches as presents for their mothers.  2.  The girls were occupied making beautiful brooches as presents for their mothers.
  4.  Sheep can be quite stupid when farmers try to herd them into a pen.  4.  Sheep can be quite stupid when farmers try to herd them into a pen.  4.  Sheep can be quite stupid when farmers try to herd them into a pen.
  7.  At   7.  At first, I could not accept that my family had won a trip to Disneyland.rst, I could not accept that my family had won a trip to Disneyland.
  8.  Sometimes it is best to mind your own affairs and not interfere in the affairs of others.  8.  Sometimes it is best to mind your own affairs and not interfere in the affairs of others.
10.  The pre-schooler carefully pinned the jewellery he had made, on his mother’s dress.10.  The pre-schooler carefully pinned the jewellery he had made, on his mother’s dress.
11.  Some shop workers are more occupied at Christmas than at any other time of the year.11.  Some shop workers are more occupied at Christmas than at any other time of the year.
12.  I found the trip to Disneyland acceptable when Dad brought home the plane tickets.12.  I found the trip to Disneyland acceptable when Dad brought home the plane tickets.
14.  The cordial tasted ghastly after it had been sitting in the sun for several hours.14.  The cordial tasted ghastly after it had been sitting in the sun for several hours.
15.  Mum taught me how organise my pocket money so that I could buy a present for everyone.15.  Mum taught me how organise my pocket money so that I could buy a present for everyone.
16.  The beauty of the snow covered mountains provided great joy to the visitors from the desert.16.  The beauty of the snow covered mountains provided great joy to the visitors from the desert.
18.  Our family has purchased a house in the newly developed suburb at the beach.18.  Our family has purchased a house in the newly developed suburb at the beach.
20.  The submarine slowly sank beneath the surface of the water.20.  The submarine slowly sank beneath the surface of the water.
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AcrossAcross  2.  Dad nailed the plank across the hole in the fence to keep our dog from escaping.Across  2.  Dad nailed the plank across the hole in the fence to keep our dog from escaping.
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